
In a municipal pipe yard in Queens last week, city worker Fidelis Utulu danced a quick jig atop a
manhole cover. He wasn’t celebrating. He was testing to make sure the 195-pound disk didn’t
wobble on its frame.
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Meet The Team That Tests New York City’s
Toilet Paper
Quality-assurance specialists ensure that the more than $1.3 billion spent on products and supplies 
are up to snuff

Fidelis Utulu, deputy director with New York City’s Bureau of Quality Assurance, last month stood on a manhole assembly to
ensure there are no wobbles as part of a quality inspection in Queens, N.Y. PHOTO: GO NAKAMURA FOR THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL
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“I bet it would wobble if you were drinking,” a fellow worker cracked.

But the cover had passed its final test. Earlier, armed with five pages of specs, Mr. Utulu had
measured the disk to ensure it was the proper weight and diameter, and bore all the required
stamps.

Mr. Utulu is a deputy director with New York City’s Bureau of Quality Assurance, a unit of the
Department of Citywide Administrative Services. This year, the city will spend more than $1.3
billion on products and supplies—more than is spent by most states—ranging from food and
fuel to office furniture. It’s up to specialists like Mr. Utulu to ensure the city gets what it paid
for.

“One day you’re inspecting firetrucks, the next day paper clips,” he says.

The city, which buys hundreds of manhole covers at $227 a pop, hasn’t rejected one in recent
memory. But during the past year, it has issued refusals or payment reductions totaling $7
million based on snafus ranging from park ranger uniforms missing their logos to bales of horse
hay that were underweight.

New York City’s 22 quality-assurance specialists, who start at about $40,000 a year and can
earn roughly $80,000 annually with longevity and overtime, typically have a background in
engineering or quality assurance.

Andy Tang, an inspector with two years under his belt, came to the city after working in quality
control for an aircraft-parts dealer. His new job is far more interesting. “I see different stuff
every day instead of just aircraft parts,” he says.

Mr. Tang says he recently rejected a shipment of street trash cans printed with “New City”
rather than “New York City.”

“If those cans went out, it would have gone on social media,” he says.

The inspectors say they enjoy walking around the city knowing that they helped assure the
quality of everything from restroom hand soap to fire hoses.

“If you were buying something for yourself, you’d want your money to be well spent. When
you’re looking at something for the city, you need to have that same attitude,” says Salvatore
Forcina, a manager with the bureau.

Most inspectors spend their days driving from one city location to another. But specialist David
Peltz works full time at the city’s Central Storehouse in Middle Village, Queens.

On a recent afternoon, his windowless office was cluttered with products he had inspected for
spec conformance including an upright vacuum and a fan. A file on his desk held a trash bag



order which he had pounded three times with his red rubber stamp: ”REJECTED.”

“They were shorting us on the bags,” Mr. Peltz says.

The storehouse, which employs 46 workers and functions as a sort of Costco for city
government, is a marvel unto itself: At 500,000 square feet, it’s the size of five Walmarts and
has 33 truck bays for shipping and receiving.

City agencies can place orders from the storehouse through an online catalog offering more
than 400 commodities. The broad aisles feature vast expanses of traffic cones, hand sanitizer,
sandbags, urinal tablets, street barricades, latex gloves, mops, plastic spoons, rodent repellent,
and trash cans. There are 30,000 cases of copy paper on hand and 8,000 cases of bottled water.

Warehouse Operations Manager Jason Brewster patrols the floor with two phones, a radio, a
bull horn and more keys than he can count. “I’m the key master,” he says.

His job isn’t easy. While the storehouse is being converted to a digital inventory system, it still
runs, in part, on a system of handwritten index cards. Cards are manually transferred from the
“New Stuff!” file to the “Dead Cards” box when items ship in and out.

Toilet paper is the number one “hot commodity” at the warehouse. The city goes through about
four million rolls a year, and there’s typically a three-month supply on hand.

And yes, even toilet paper gets tested—for count, thickness, strength and brightness. Mr. Peltz
once rejected a delivery because the color was off. “It was gray,” he says. “It wasn’t white.”

His next task that afternoon: testing trash bags for the Parks Department. Pulling a bag from its
carton, he measures its length and width, checks the seams and gauges the thickness with a
micrometer. At three millimeters, the bag exceeds its specs. Mr. Peltz approves.

Specialist David Peltz, left, last month checked the thickness of garbage bags as a part of quality inspection in warehouse in
Queens. PHOTO: GO NAKAMURA FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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At least for now, the city’s trash will be well contained, the manhole covers will hold firm, and 
the toilet paper will shine brightly.

“We’re behind the scenes—not well known like the firemen and policemen,” Mr. Forcina says. 
“We’re an unseen hero of the city.”

Write to Anne Kadet at Anne.Kadet@wsj.com
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